***Anniversary Special***
Aviation Enthusiast,

Boomerang LSA Southwest, and Jabiru USA Sport Aircraft, LLC, are proud to observe the 10 Year
Anniversary of the Light Sport Aircraft rule and marketplace. The Australian‐designed Jabiru J250/230
series has been flying and providing enjoyable and stylish cross‐country transport in the U.S. since
September, 2005. And in the light‐sport segment, the Jabiru J230‐D, as with its predecessors, is known
for speed (fastest under the light‐sport rule), ease of handling/transitioning, and its full‐sized third door
providing a large baggage capacity. The J230‐D is the leading LSA cross‐country performer.
During 2014‐early ’15, Jabiru USA continued to make efficiency strides as originally envisioned by the
LSA movement… to make more aviation affordable to more aviation enthusiasts. Overhead was
simplified, and technology has continued to advance such that we can now produce the same, and even
better, product for nearly $20,000 less than in 2013. Jabiru USA wanted to offer a safe, capable and
comfortable new aircraft within the reach of more pilots. The J230‐D is that aircraft.
The fully equipped J230‐D we offer today includes primary flight display, two‐axis autopilot, 2020‐
compliant ADS‐B and in‐flight weather, leather seating, upholstered headliner and baggage
compartment, LED exterior and interior lighting, ground‐adjustable carbon fiber propeller, and the full
120‐KTAS cruise. Motive force is provided by the venerable Jabiru 3300, 120‐horsepower engine, with
all six of its cylinders under constant monitor on the PFD, and sipping fuel at less than 5.5 gph. Space is
provided on the panel to accommodate a secondary portable device, a tablet or a handheld GPS. There
are more than 7000 Jabiru engines in service worldwide, and more than 3000 Jabiru aircraft flying in
dozens of countries around the world, many in flight schools. Jabiru USA has built nearly 130 Light‐
Sport aircraft for the U.S. market since 2005.
Now that Oshkosh ’15 is past, we have two completed, unsold aircraft available, and a third in
production that should be available by November, each offered fully‐loaded, first come‐first served, at
$119,900 (USD), f.o.b., either in Shelbyville, TN, or Wichita Falls, TX. We remain anxious to make more
of our efficient, quality, spacious, new aircraft available to more aviation enthusiasts. BLUE SKIES!
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